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At the COP 24 UN climate negotiations in Poland in December 2018, the UK
is likely to recommit to tackling climate change. Yet when it comes to
domestic policy, the UK is failing to commit to cut carbon fast enough.
Quakers in Britain have argued that the UK must address the ongoing
injustice of climate change by putting the needs of communities and nations
most vulnerable to climate change first, and lead in taking rapid and radical
action to cut its climate impact.
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In 2015 the UK and nearly 200 other nations signed up to the UN Paris climate deal.
Nations committed to cut emissions in line with limiting global warming to “well below 2°C”
above pre-industrial levels by 2100, and to “pursue efforts” to limit this further to 1.5°C.
The deal was hailed as a milestone of international cooperation, and individual nations
were called on to submit their own plans to cut emissions fast.
At current rates of greenhouse gas emissions, the Earth is on course for an average
temperature increase of 3°C above preindustrial levels by the end of the century. This
would have catastrophic impacts around the world. A 2°C limit to global warming is
recognised by many as key to averting some of the very worst impacts of climate chaos.
The UK has enshrined this target in domestic law in the form of the Climate Change Act
2008. With this law, the UK commit to cut 80% of GHG emissions from 1990 levels by
2050. It also appointed a committee of experts to set five-yearly national carbon budgets
designed to achieve these cuts through intermediary reduction targets.
Many of the nations that are most vulnerable to climate change demanded a commitment
to further “pursue efforts” towards a 1.5°C limit. Its inclusion in the Paris climate deal
marked a shift in international cooperation for climate action.
In October 2018, the UN published a special report on maintaining global warming to
1.5°C. It concluded that this global target was both necessary in avoiding climate chaos
and achievable with bold government policies and investment1. The UK government has
signalled that it may commit to a ‘net-zero’ emissions target for 2050. This would enable
the UK to play its part in this global goal. Yet the government is yet to declare its full
commitment.

The UK is a vocal champion of UN climate negotiations. Yet campaigners note that the
government has been slow to turn commitment into adequate action.
Despite the policy lag, the UK has made some progress in its transition to a low-carbon
economy. The government claim that the 1st, 2nd and 3rd national carbon budgets (covering
the years 2008-2022) have been or are due to be over-achieved2. The UK, according to
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government figures, has indeed cut its emissions by over 42% since 19903 (although the
government’s failure to account for extensive emissions from aviation and shipping call
these emissions figures in to question).
Yet in recent years the future of this progress has been left in the balance with scant detail
being made public about how the UK will continue to cut emissions. The fact that much of
the UK’s climate policies derive from the EU means that Brexit leaves further uncertainty
for the UK’s plan for climate action.
The government are clearly still making choices that reinforce the UK’s current
dependence on fossil fuels. The UK continues to offer generous subsidies and tax breaks
to the fossil fuels industry. Government support for fracking and similar forms of extraction
could deepen our dependence on high-carbon fuels. Expansion of the highly polluting
aviation industry could significantly risk progress in cutting carbon. Despite it providing the
most cost-effective renewable energy, the government continue to rule out onshore wind
farms. Whilst renewable energy production in the UK is at a record high, in 2015, the UK
only ranked 24th out of 28 European countries on its share of energy from renewable
sources.

In October 2017, after a year’s delay, the UK government released its Clean Growth
Strategy. This document, the government claims, answers increasing demands by the
campaigners and businesses for a comprehensive plan for achieving our remaining
climate obligations.
The strategy shows some signs of progress. It starts from the basis that cutting GHG
emissions must become a central part of managing our economy. £2.5bn will be targeted
at low-carbon innovation and renewable energy over the next decade. Around £3.6bn of
investment is allocated to improve the energy efficiency of a million homes – good news
for cutting emissions and tackling fuel poverty. £1bn of investment is promised for ultra-low
emissions vehicles. This all signals a welcome step change in the government’s
commitment to a low-carbon economy.
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Yet, fundamentally, the Clean Growth Strategy demonstrates an ongoing failure to
commit to the action we need. The government admits that emissions cuts resulting
from the Clean Growth Strategy would fail to meet the reductions required by the 4th
and 5th Carbon Budgets by 6 and 9.7% respectively.
The government claim they have drawn on ‘flexibilities’ within UK climate law to allow this.
Lord Deben, Chairman of the Committee on Climate Change, however, has said that these
carbon budgets should be delivered through domestic action “without the use of
accounting flexibilities or reliance on international carbon credits.”4
Of course, falling short of the emissions target laid out by the Climate Change Act 2008 –
itself based on a global warming limit of 2°C – leaves “pursuing efforts towards 1.5°C” as a
distant ambition. Just a year after officially ratifying the Paris climate deal, it appears that
the government are attempting to quietly drop this key feature of the deal.
The strategy is missing many important details. Among these, the document fails to say
what their vision means for the future of fracking and similar extraction techniques in the
UK. Whilst support is pledged for low-emissions vehicles, it overlooks much-needed
investment in sustainable public transport that will help take cars off the road. It delays
decisions to fully account for aviation and shipping in emissions targets. The strategy fails
to offer any support for community or small-scale energy production.
Beyond this, the Clean Growth Strategy raises many fundamental questions. After all, the
document is essentially an industrial strategy. What role will it play in a broader plan to cut
UK emissions, and by how much? What role does the public sector play? How will the
government support behaviour change to reduce energy consumption? Where there is
investment promised, which companies will receive this and what will this mean for our
services and resources?
The government claims it must balance investment in a low-carbon economy with ‘value
for money’ for tax payers. Yet when it comes to the radical action needed to protect
vulnerable communities in the UK and overseas from climate change, how is ‘value for
money’ measured? The government must do much more to build a comprehensive plan to
determine a full and just transition to a low-carbon economy.
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With the UK government returning from UN climate negotiations, it’s time to demand it
delivers on its climate commitments.
Write to your MP and ask them to call on the government for action, and ensure their own
party is doing all it can to promote policy for climate justice. Ask your MP to call on the
government to:
•

Further develop the Clean Growth Strategy to fully meet the 4th & 5th Carbon
Budgets, delivering emissions cuts through domestic actions rather than relying on
‘flexibilities’ in UK climate law

•

Commit the UK to a net-zero emissions target for 2050, ensuring the UK plays its
part in further pursuing efforts to limit global warming by 1.5°C.

You may further want to raise the following policy asks demonstrating urgent climate
action:


Buildings: reinstate a zero carbon standard for new homes, and extend it to
all buildings by 2020.



Transport: speed up the phase-out of petrol and diesel cars and vans by
bringing forward the deadline to do this from 2040 to 2030.



Power: ensure the cheapest low carbon power sources - onshore wind and
solar – are supported by appropriate subsidies and planning rules so they can
help cut carbon fast.



Land: Set a target in the new Agriculture Bill to secure net zero emissions
from agriculture by 2050 at the latest, with interim targets and milestones.

If you’d like further support on engaging with your MP on this issue, please contact Chris
Walker, Sustainability & Peace Programme Manager, at chrisw@quaker.org.uk or on 020
7663 1048. If you receive a reply from your MP, please share this with us. This will help us
hold the government to account and support others in their witness.

You can find out who your MP is, and how to contact them, at www.theyworkforyou.com

For more information on this issue, and for further advice on taking action for climate
justice, please go to www.quaker.org.uk/sustainability.
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